
Small -  average companies with core business oriented to design and 
customized requests 

Target:   High quality for  customized furniture  and production of 
               small batches

LADY
The first single squaring edgebander that executes  

precise and perfect  processes with planned 
investment for small and average  companies

Why

The squaring edgebander Lady is ideal for small and 
average companies.
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Why

The squaring edgebander Lady is ideal for small and average 
companies.

-         Furniture’s production  of high quality in simple and easy way
-         Squaring and edging  to size  of  longitudinal sides, perfectly parallel
-         Perfect squaring execution  of  transversal sides
-         Perfect and easy processes after squaring 
-         High quality product  in   design
-         Simpler and easier phases of assembling
-         Amortizable  investment thanks to the reduced  budget
-         Lady is a range  of single squaring edgebanders unique, easy and 
           always  ready for use without any  setting.
-         Setting time for different sizes = 0

 Removal of all  faults caused  by lack  of parallelism and perfect squaring.

1°  Cycle            Milling of the 1° side

Panel is loaded on the  squaring carriage, 
the mobile pushers  of the left fence  keep 
panel pressed against  the right fence

2° Cycle    Parallelism and perfect measure

Panel is loaded on the squaring carriage, 
the mobile pushers of the right fence keep 
panel pressed against the left fence, that is 
the  reference of the parallelism and the 
measure

3° Cycle                 Squaring of the third side

Panel is blocked  against the rear reference 
stops  and leaned against the  right fence is  
fed into the machine  up to the milling unit  
to  make the  squaring of the third side.

4° Cycle               Squaring of the fourth side

Panel is blocked against the  rear reference 
stops  and leaned against  the  left fence   is 
fed into the machine  up to the milling unit  
to make the squaring of the fourth side. For 
panels over 700 mm length  it is executed 
only the  third  cycle.
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